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Abstract:

The stabilization to a desired pose of a nonholonomic mobile robot carrying
a manipulator arm, based on sensory data provided by a camera mounted
on the end-e�ector of the arm, is considered. Instances of this problem occur
in practice during docking or parallel parking maneuvers of such vehicles.
The visual data obtained as the camera tracks a target of known geometry
are used to implement a continuous time�varying state feedback for the
stabilization of the mobile robot. We focus on the case where the camera
moves parallel to the plane supporting the mobile robot. The experimental
evaluation of the proposed techniques uses a mobile manipulator prototype
developed in our laboratory and dedicated multiprocessor real�time image
processing and control systems. The real�time programming aspects of the
experiments are handled in the context of the Orccad control architecture
development environment.
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1. Introduction

We consider here the experimental evaluation of certain recently�developed
techniques for the stabilization to a desired pose of a mobile manipulator com-
posed of a nonholonomic wheeled unicycle�type vehicle on which a holonomic
manipulator arm is mounted (Tsakiris, Samson and Rives [18] ; [19]).

The presence of nonholonomic constraints makes this task non�trivial.
These constraints arise from the rolling�without�slipping of the mobile plat-
form's wheels on the plane supporting the system and constrain its instan-
taneous motion, whose component lateral to the heading direction has to be
zero.

The kinematics of such nonholonomic mobile robots can be modeled as
drift�free controllable nonlinear systems with fewer controls than states, with
the controls entering linearly in the state equations. One of the approaches
developed to solve the stabilization problem for such systems is the use of
time�varying state feedback, i.e. control laws that depend explicitly, not only
on the state, but also on time, usually in a periodic way. Samson [14] introduced
them in the context of the unicycle's point stabilization and raised the issue of



the rate of convergence to the desired equilibrium. M'Closkey and Murray [6];
[7], Pomet and Samson [11] and Morin and Samson [8] derived continuous non�
Lipschitz periodic time�varying exponentially stabilizing controls, which make
the closed�loop system homogeneous of degree zero.

The implementation of such a closed-loop control scheme requires the state
of the mobile robot to be estimated at every time instant. In our work, we use
visual data from a camera which is mounted at the tip of the manipulator arm.
The extra degrees�of�freedom associated with the arm, make it possible to
position the end�e�ector, and thus the camera, independently from the mobile
platform using a visual servoing approach. In this way, the camera is able to
track a target of interest, enabling the localization of the system with respect to
this target, while the nonholonomic mobile platform performs the maneuvers
necessary to its own positioning.

For static manipulator arms, the visual�servoing approach provides a way
of accomplishing such vision�based stabilization tasks by introducing directly
visual feedback in the system's control loop (Espiau, Chaumette, Rives [2],
Hashimoto [5], Hager and Hutchinson [4]). To use this approach for mobile
manipulators, we extend it to the case of mobile robotic systems with nonholo-
nomic motion constraints. Previous work in this area by Pissard�Gibollet and
Rives [9] shows how to position a camera mounted on a nonholonomic mobile
robot in front of a given target, without, however, explicitly controlling the
�nal position and orientation of the mobile robot.

The time�varying stabilizing control scheme presented in [18] uses the
unicycle's absolute position and orientation, which are reconstructed from the
visual data. Alternatively, a scheme is proposed in [19] where the visual
data enter directly in the control loop, without the intermediate step of state
reconstruction. This gives rise to a visual�servoing scheme for stabilizing the
nonholonomic mobile manipulator to a desired con�guration, the �rst such
scheme, to our knowledge, to appear. Details are presented in section 2.

The software implementation of the control and sensing schemes for our
experiments and the treatment of the corresponding real�time aspects need to
be done in a coherent way. To do that, we use the Orccad control architec-
ture design environment (Simon, Espiau, Castillo and Kapellos [16], [3]), as
explained in section 3.

Our experiments were carried out using a mobile manipulator proto-
type developed at INRIA. Initial experiments using odometry and the state
reconstruction�based method of [18] agreed with the results of the correspond-
ing simulation studies. Experiments in progress demonstrate the validity of the
visual servoing method of [19], focusing on its comparison with the previous
technique and on improving its robustness in the presence of noise, delays and
parameter uncertainties. Details on the experiments are given in section 4.

2. Vision�based Point Stabilization

Let (x; y) be the position of the midpoint M of the wheel axis and � be the
orientation of the mobile robot with respect to an inertial coordinate system
coinciding with the desired equilibrium con�guration in point O: We consider
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Figure 1. Unicycle with Camera

the unicycle kinematic model with heading speed v and angular velocity ! :

_x = v cos � ; _y = v sin � ; _� = ! : (1)

Let  be the angle of the manipulator arm with respect to the body of the
mobile robot and let ! be the corresponding angular velocity. Then

_X = B3(X) (v ; ! ; ! )
> ; (2)

where X
def
= (x; y; �;  )> is the system state and B3(X) can be easily speci�ed

from equation 1.
Consider also a �xed target containing three easily identi�able feature

points arranged in the con�guration of �g. 1, which we suppose to be at a
distance d from the point O: The distances a and b (�g. 1) are assumed to
be known. The coordinates of the three feature points with respect to the

camera are (x
fCg
p ; y

fCg
p ); p 2 fl;m; rg and their corresponding coordinates on

the (1�dimensional) image plane are Yp; p 2 fl;m; rg:
From the system kinematics and the perspective projection camera model,

we get the mapping Y = �(X) between the system state X and the sensory

data Y
def
= (Yl; Ym; Yr;  )

>: The corresponding Jacobian is J(X)
def
= @�

@X
(X) =

B2(X) B1(X); where the matrices B1(X) and B2(X) are given in [19]. The
matrix B2(X) corresponds to the interaction matrix of [2], [9]. The dimensions
l1 and l2 of the mobile robot are shown in �g. 1 and f is the focal length of
the camera.

The problem that we consider is to stabilize the unicycle to the desired
con�guration X? = (x?; y?; �?;  ?)

> = 0: The corresponding sensory data Y? =
(Yl?; Ym?; Yr?;  ?)

> = �(0) can be directly measured by putting the system in
the desired con�guration or can be easily speci�ed, provided d is also known,
along with the target geometry a and b:



An exponentially stabilizing control is considered for the unicycle, while a
control that keeps the targets foveated is considered for the camera.

The following state transformation brings equations 1 in the so-called
chained form [11], [8]:

(x1; x2; x3)
> = 	(X)

def
= (x; y; tan �)> : (3)

The unicycle control, that can be used if the state is known or recon-
structed, is given by:

v(t;X) = u1(t;	(X)) = cos � ; !(t;X) = cos2 � u2(t;	(X)) (4)

where u1 and u2 are the time�varying state�feedback controls, developed by
Morin and Samson [8] for the 3�dimensional 2�input chained�form system and
which are given in terms of the chained�form coordinates of equation 3 by:

u1(t; x1; x2; x3) = k1
�
�3(x2; x3) + �(�x1 sinwt+ jx1 sinwtj)

�
sinwt ;

u2(t; x1; x2; x3) = � k3
�3(x2;x3)

�
ju1jx3 + k2u1

x2
�2(x2)

�
;

(5)

where �2(x2)
def
= jx2j

1

3 ; �3(x2; x3)
def
=

�
jx2j

2 + jx3j
3
� 1

6 ; w is the frequency of
the time�varying controls and �; k1; k2; k3 are positive gains. The exponential
convergence to zero of the closed�loop system can be demonstrated using the

homogeneous norm �(x1; x2; x3)
def
=

�
jx1j

6 + jx2j
2 + jx3j

3
� 1

6 :
The arm control ! is chosen to keep the targets foveated by regulating the

angular deviation of the line�of�sight of the camera from the targets to zero,
while the mobile robot moves. It is speci�ed so that Ym is made to decrease
exponentially to Ym?; i.e. by making the closed�loop system for Ym behave as
_Ym = �k4(Ym � Ym?); where k4 is a positive gain. This gives

! (t;X; Y ) = �
k4
J2;3

(Ym � Ym?)�

�
J2;1

J2;3
v +

J2;2

J2;3
!

�
; (6)

where J2;i is the (2; i)�entry of the 4� 3 matrix J (X)
def
= B2(X)B1(X)B3(X):

In particular, J2;3=� f �
�Y 2

m

f
+ l2f

x
fCg
m

�
: The �rst term of equation 6 makes the

arm track the targets, while the term in parenthesis pre�compensates for the
motion of the mobile robot.

A useful simpli�cation of this law is obtained by ignoring the pre�
compensation term and by approximating the element J2;3 by its �rst term,
giving �nally

! (t; Y ) = k4(Ym � Ym?) = f : (7)

This does not depend explicitly on our system's models, whose parameters may
be imperfectly known, and will su�ce to keep the targets in the �eld�of�view
of the camera.

The control U for the full system is then

U(t;X; Y ) =
�
v(t;X); !(t;X); ! (t;X; Y )

�>
: (8)



A procedure for the estimation of the relative planar con�guration of the
target and the camera using three target feature points has been considered
[18], similar to the one presented in Sugihara [17]. From the projections of
the target features on the image plane, it is possible to estimate the angles
with which these points are seen from the optical center C: Assuming that we
know the target geometry, the relative con�guration of the target with respect
to the camera can be computed and the state (x; y; �) can be estimated using
standard geometry.

However, since we are interested in positioning the mobile robot to the
desired con�guration X? = 0; while starting relatively close to it, we could
attempt to do so without reconstructing explicitly its state. Since Y = �(X);
the state X can be approximated up to �rst order by

X̂(Y ) = (J?)
�1(Y � Y?) ; (9)

where J?
def
= @�

@X
(0) = B2(0) B1(0):

The proposed control law for the mobile manipulator can thus be expressed
as a function of only the sensory data:

U = U
�
t; Y

�
: (10)

3. Real�time Programming

Robotic applications are real time dynamical systems involving the combina-
tion of hardware, system software and dedicated algorithms. The successful
design and implementation of an application strongly depends on the method-
ology used to organize these elements. The availability of cad tools is a great
help to the end-user to specify and to ensure the quality of the produced pro-
grams in terms of safety and performance. Orccad is a control architecture
design environment (Simon, Espiau, Castillo and Kapellos [16], [3]) that we
are currently developing to satisfy such requirements.

Systems where continuous and discrete event aspects interact are known
as hybrid [1]. Robotic applications belong to this class of systems. Given that
an established uni�ed computational framework is not available to describe
and analyze all the di�erent aspects of hybrid systems, the Orccad system
proposes a development methodology and a set of tools addressing coherently
problems arising in all these aspects. Each step of the design of the application
may involve the use of di�erent classes of models: their interfacing is an impor-
tant part of this procedure. This system makes some parts of this procedure
transparent to the user by selecting and merging two computational models
for the continuous and discrete-event parts of the application : the data-�ow
model for the speci�cation of the former and the computation model de�ned
by the semantics of the synchronous languages used for the speci�cation of the
latter. Their merging is obtained by the de�nition of two key entities: the
Robot-task (RT), representing an elementary robotic action, where control as-
pects are predominant, encapsulated in a logical behavior expressed in terms
of input/output events constituting its interface with the environment and the



other entities of the Orccad system; the Robot-procedure (RP), the basic ele-
ment of which are the RTs, and where only behavioral aspects are considered.
These aspects are speci�ed, veri�ed and implemented using the Esterel syn-
chronous language whose semantics are expressed in terms of transition systems
(automata). The above-mentioned events are characterized as pre-conditions,
indicating that the RT can begin, exceptions, indicating critical situations in-
hibiting the execution of the RT and post-conditions, indicating the normal
termination of the RT.

According to the proposed programming methodology, the �rst step to-
wards the implementation of our experiment consists in identifying all the ele-
mentary actions needed to perform it: these correspond to the RTs. The basic
idea is to associate a control law to a sub-objective of the experiment and to
identify the set of events related to its execution. Subsequently, we specify and
validate the identi�ed RTs and we compose them in the form of a RP. After its
validation, the whole speci�cation is translated into an executable program to
be loaded on the target architecture.

Robot-task Speci�cation and Validation : Three sub-objectives, corre-
sponding to three RTs, are identi�ed for our application : the initialization, the
stabilization of the mobile manipulator and the ending.

The Initialization RT drives the base and the arm in the working area
and sets them in a desired given con�guration. Two events are observed: i)
a type-3 exception joint_lim monitoring the joint limits of the arm and ii) a
post-condition pos_reached indicating that the pre-de�ned �xed con�guration
of the base and the arm have been reached.

The PointStabilization RT starts after checking that the connection
with the vision system has been established. During its execution the vision-
based stabilization control law described in section 2 is executed and possible
system errors, such as the camera losing sight of the target, are monitored.
The control input U is given by equation 10. From the user point of view, the
RT is speci�ed by interconnecting a set of modules implementing algorithmic
and behavioral functionalities. The internal structure of this RT is designed
through the Graphical User Interface of Orccad and depicted in Figure 2a,
where the following modules appear:
� readenc: reads the mobile manipulator state from wheel and arm joint
encoders (wheel and joint position and velocity),
� vision: reads the results of the image processing Y = (Yl; Ym; Yr)

>,
� posvision: interprets the results of the image processing in order to compute
X̂(Y ) given by equation 9 ,
� control: computes U(t; Y ) given by equation 10.

The logical behavior of the RT is speci�ed by the vis_prec, post and
rta modules as follows: i) the pre-conditions of the RT are that the connection
with the vision machine is established and a valid information is obtained (sig-
nal_ok event), ii) a type-2 exception is the loss of the video signal (signal_lost
event), iii) type-3 exceptions, like the arm reaching its joint limits and hardware
failures, lead to an emergency stop of the vehicle (joint_lim, robot_fail, etc.
events), iv) the post-condition of the RT is that the mobile robot reached its



Figure 2. a)PointStabilization RT b) VBPS automaton observation

�nal position (pos_reached event).

The speci�cation is completed by assigning a sampling period of 40 msec
(video rate) to all modules. In addition, non-blocking message passing mecha-
nisms are selected for inter-module communication.

The Ending RT drives the arm to its home position in a similar way as
for the Initialization RT.

Robot-procedure Synthesis : The vbps RP is designed to specify the
evolution of the application as the composition of the previously de�ned RTs.
It simply states that the application will start after user con�rmation, which
corresponds to the pre-condition start; its nominal execution consists of the
sequencing of the three RTs: Initialization, PointStabilization and End-
ing:

RP vbps
[
pre-condition: start
<main_program>

Initialization();
PointStabilization();
Ending()

exception_type2: (signal_lost),
Ending();

exception_type3: (robot_fail), (sensor_fail), (joint_lim), ...
]

This speci�cation of the RP is programmed in Esterel. Its validation
can be done in the Orccad environment. First, the safety property (any fatal
exception is appropriately handled by emission of a speci�c signal leaving the
system in a safe situation) and the liveliness property (the RP always performs
its goal in a nominal execution) are automatically proven.

Then, the conformity of the RP behavior with mission constraints can be
veri�ed, by observing the global automaton with respect to criteria restricted
only to events relevant to these constraints and indicated by the user in terms
of RTs and exceptions. Figure 2b illustrates this process, for the case when the
user indicates that he is interested to see the relation between the RTs and the



type-2 exception signal_lost. The resulting automaton, after observation, is
shown: at the occurrence of a signal_lost event, the Ending action is required
to start.

Real-Time Robot Control Software : Orccad provides tools for the
speci�cation and formal veri�cation of robotic applications as well as the au-
tomatic generation of the corresponding real-time code [10], integrated within
a set of dedicated graphical user interfaces, several aspects of which are illus-
trated below. The whole robot control software is obtained by the translation
of the RP speci�cation into C++ code, independent of the real-time target en-
vironment (operating system, computational hardware), which is subsequently
integrated with its run-time libraries. It is made of three parts:
� a set of real-time tasks, usually periodic and synchronized according to con-
sumer/producer protocols, dedicated to the computation of the continuous as-
pects of the system (mainly the control laws);
� the discrete event automaton directly generated in C by the Esterel com-
piler;
� the interface between the two previous parts. Its role is dual: it transforms
signi�cant changes occurring in the continuous aspects of the system into the
discrete events that are fed to the automaton. And vice versa, it links each
output event produced by the automaton with appropriate requests made to
the real-time task layer.

Robot Control Software Generation : From a graphical and textual
high-level speci�cation of the robotic application, the Orccad environment
automatically produces the corresponding real-time program to down-load and
execute on the target architecture. The real-time operating system used is
VxWorks 5.2. The generated code runs on a single processor at video rate.

4. Experimental Results

The Robotic System : Our test-bed is a unicycle-type mobile robot carry-
ing a 6 d.o.f. manipulator arm with a ccd camera and equipped with a belt of
eight ultrasonic sounders (see �gure 3) ( [12], [13]). The on-board computer
architecture is built around a vme backplane. The robot controller is based on
a Motorola mvme 162 with IP modules ensuring an actuator velocity servo-loop
at a rate of 1ms.

Vision Hardware and Software : To overcome di�culties in image
processing, induced by strong real-time constraints and the processing of large
amounts of data, we have developed a vision machine [12] characterized by
its modularity and its real-time capabilities. Its architecture is based on VLSI
chips for low level processing and on dsp processors for more elaborate process-
ing. To facilitate program development, the vision machine has been imple-
mented on an independent vme rack outside of the mobile robot, keeping how-
ever the possibility to transfer the vision boards to the on�board rack. The
software used on the vision machine implements the concept of active window
[12]. An active window is attached to a particular region of interest in the
image and its task is to extract a desired feature in this region. At each active



window we associate a Kalman �lter able to perform the tracking of the fea-
ture along the image sequence. Several active windows can be de�ned, at the
same time, in the image and di�erent types of processing can be done in each
window. In our application, the visual data (Yl; Ym; Yr) are extracted at video
rate from 3 active windows, which track the targets as the camera moves (see
�gure 4).

Figure 3 : Mobile Manipulator Figure 4 : Active windows

Experiments : In the experimental results presented below, we use the con-
trol law 10 with the unicycle controls 4, the arm control 7 and the state approxi-
mation 9 by sensory data. The following parameters corresponding to the mod-
els of section 2 are used: l1 = 0:51 m; l2 = 0:11 m; d = 2:95 m; f = 1 m: The
following gains are used for the above control laws: w = 0:1; k1 = 0:25; k2 =
2; k3 = 100; � = 10; k4 = 12:

The visual data (Yl; Ym; Yr) are acquired and pre�processed by the vision
system, which transmits them to the robot controller for use in implementing
the above control laws. This process introduces a delay � to the system, which,
in our case, equals to 3 sampling periods (120 msec). Thus, the visual data
used to control the system at time t correspond to its state at time t � �:
This degrades the performance of the control and cannot be corrected by e.g.
increasing the gains of the control laws. To compensate for these delays, we use
the arm joint and robot wheel encoders to calculate corrections to be added
to the controls for the arm and for the wheel angles. In the case of e.g. the
arm, this compensation takes the form of the term �k4[ (t)� (t� �)], which
is added to the control law 7 and where  (t) is the arm encoder reading at
time t. A comparison of the step responses of the arm, in the case where delay
compensation is used and where no such compensation is used, shows that the
long oscillations that the uncompensated arm does before settling down can be
signi�cantly reduced.

Initial experiments used the raw visual data to calculate the state and the
controls. The resulting (x; y)�trajectory is plotted in �gure 5. In the following
�gures, the dotted lines represent data obtained by odometry, while solid ones
are data obtained by vision. As it is evident from this �gure, implementation of



this scheme leads to signi�cant small oscillations and jerks during the motion
of the system.

Subsequent experiments used Kalman �ltering of each of the state vari-
ables (x; y; �), to make the corresponding trajectories smoother and compen-
sation of the vision�induced delays was introduced. No �ltering was used
on the visual data themselves. The resulting (x; y)�trajectory, the evolu-
tion of the state (x; y; �); of the un�ltered visual data Ym; as well as the
corresponding controls v; ! are shown in �gures 6�10 when the system
starts at (x; y; �) = (�0:03;�0:23; 0:02). Each period of the time�varying
controls corresponds to 1570 samples (data on the state of the system are
recorded every 40 msec). The system motion is noticeably ameliorated.

(x; y)�trajectory: No state �ltering (x; y)�trajectory: Filtered state
Figure 5 Figure 6

x; y; � : Filtered state Ym : Visual data (Un�ltered)
Figure 7 Figure 8



v :Time�varying heading speed ! : Time�varying angular velocity
Figure 9 Figure 10

The results presented here are preliminary, demonstrating the feasibility
of the proposed method, leaving however several issues to be further studied,
such as the di�erence between the (x; y)�trajectories obtained by vision and
odometry in �gure 6, possibly due to calibration and state approximation er-
rors, and the excitation of small oscillations near the desired �nal con�guration
(c.f. �gures 7�10), possibly due to robustness problems of the controls in the
presence of model parameter errors.

5. Conclusions

The feasibility of a novel class of vision-based point stabilization techniques
for nonholonomic mobile manipulators was demonstrated in this work. Their
robustness with respect to noisy data, delays and modeling errors is currently
under study. We consider the planar case, where a one-d.o.f. arm carrying a
camera moves parallel to the plane supporting the mobile base. The case of an
arm with more d.o.f. and a more general visual setting is also currently under
investigation.
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